;	Right Hon. H. H. Asquith, M.P.
These   appointments   proved   to   be   of  intense
significance.    The foreign policy of the Empire was
vitally affected, and when the final clash with Ger-
&•*-''"	many came it was the heads of the great depart-
ments who enabled Mr. Asquith as Premier to carry
the Cabinet and the Liberal Party with him, and
v	so  avoid the terrible, perhaps ruinous, calamity of
a powerful pro-German opposition.
Mr.  Asquith played no  small part in  effecting
the  reconciliation  between  the  sundered  wings  of
Liberalism.    Of all the Liberal Leaguers he was the
m	least suspect of heresy.    Even  quite stupid - people
recognised his adherence to the doctrines of the
older Radicalism. The issue of Fiscal Reform raised
by Mr. Joseph Chamberlain in 1903 came as a god
send to him, by which he might re-establish his
claim to orthodoxy. Watching in those days with
I -*	all the leeeimess of a Parliamentary candidate the
swaying of fortune in this battle of giants, one could
not help admiring the immense resources of learning,
I	eloquence, and logic which the Free Trade spokesman
rallied to his assistance.    He does not revel in trade
statistics, as did Mr. Bonar Law, but he has the capacity
;	for getting up the intricate details of a brief entirely
•	in harmony with his own convictions.   That these
^	convictions may be profoundly erroneous does not alter
!	the fact.    All this found its reward in the Chaneellor-
!	ship of the Exchequer and finally in the Premiership.
;	We are no sooner born than we begin to die, and
the tragedy of Mr. Asquith's loss of office may be
said to begin to date from the day when he became
_*-•	Premier.    He has a mind at once too rigid on prin-
ciple and too accommodating in detail.    The two qualities may very easily blend into  a whole not
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